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Jargon refers to the specific language of a professional group or occupation. Although this language is often useful or necessary for those in the group, it is usually meaningless to outsiders. Some professions have so much jargon of their own that it has its own name; for example, lawyers use legalese, while academics use academese. Jargon is also
sometimes known as lingo or argot. The jargon-filled passage of text is said to be jargony. • Jargon is a complex language used by experts in a particular discipline or field. It often helps experts communicate with clarity and precision.• Jargon is different from slang, which is a casual language spoken by a particular group of people.• Critics of jargon believe
the language is less clear than clarifying; they argue that most jargon can be replaced with simple and direct language without sacrificing meaning. Proponents of jargon believe such language is necessary to navigate the intricacies of a particular profession. In the scientific field, for example, researchers explore difficult subjects that most laypeople will not
be able to understand. The language the researchers use should be precise because they deal with complex concepts (molecular biology, for example, or nuclear physics) and simplifying language can cause confusion or create room for error. In this episode of Taboo Language, Keith Allan and Kate Burridge argue that this is the case: Should jargon be
censored? A lot of people think it should. However, a close examination of the jargon shows that, although some of these are vacuum-snoo before... proper use is necessary and cannot be injected. Critics of jargon, however, say such language need not be complicated and in some cases even deliberately designed to exclude outsiders. American poet David
Lehman has described the jargon as a verbal view of the hand that makes the old hat look fashionable new. He says language gives a spectacular air of novelty and prowess to ideas that, if expressed directly, would seem superficial, stale, frivolous, or wrong. In his famous essay Politics and English, George Orwell argues that unclear and complex language
is often used to make lies sound honest and kill respectable, and to give a performance of solidity against pure wind. Jargon should not be confused with slang, an informal, collo daily language sometimes used by a group (or group) of people. The main difference is one of the registers; jargon is a formal language unique to a particular discipline or field,
while slang is a common informal language that is more likely to be spoken than written. A lawyer who discusses the brief amicus curiae is an example of jargon. A teenager speaks making dough is an example of slang. Jargon can be found in a variety of fields, from law to education to engineering. Some examples of jargon include: Due diligence: Business
terms, due diligence refers to research that must be done before making an important business important Short for absence without leave, AWOL is a military jargon used to describe a person whose whereabouts are unknown. Hard copy: A generic term in business, academia, and other fields, hard copy is the physical printout of a document (compared to
an electronic copy). Cache: In computing, cache refers to a place for short-term memory storage. Deck: The term journalism for subtitles, usually one or two long sentences, which provides a brief summary of the articles that follow. Stat: This is a term, usually used in a medical context, that means immediately. (As in, Call the doctor, stat!) Bilayer
phospholitid: This is a complex term for the layer of fat molecules around cells. A simpler term is cell membrane. Detritivore: A detritivore is an organism that feeds on detritus or dead matter. Examples of detritivores include earthworms, sea cucumbers, and thousand feet. Holistic: Another word for comprehensive or complete, holistic is often used by
education professionals referring to a curriculum that focuses on social and emotional learning in addition to traditional lessons. Magic Bullet: This is the term for a simple solution that solves complex problems. (Usually used oppressively, as in I don't think this plan you've come up with is a magic bullet.) Best practices: In business, best practices are one that
should be adopted because they have proven effectiveness. I was hired to help Ross with rebranding his new company, but I felt the problem run deeper than just a stale brand. Ross is under a lot of pressure from himself as well as the company. He has just three months as chief marketing officer (CMO) and has moved his family across the country to take
up the position. So the pressure is personal. My job is to help him negotiate consensus among senior partners on rebranding. I have learned that getting deals on marketing from smart, opinionable, and non-marketing professionals can be difficult. Ross has a senior degree, but he still needs the purchase of these guys. The purpose of my visit was to plan a
meeting with them. When we met in the lobby, Ross said, Thank you for coming. I've booked a conference room so we can actually browse and identify low-hanging fruit for maximum ROI going forward and then turn it back to increase our catch . . . . We headed to the conference room, past an empty work station as we walked. That could mean a lot, but
combined with Ross's way, those empty seats deepen the sense of uncertainty he provides. Ross wants help with rebranding is the logical place for a new CMO to start - but what else is going on? Jargon Hides DiscomfortWe tend to fall on the company's keywords when we feel the need to show we are in control. After we sat down, Ross continued, I plan to
trigger a relau rollout here by mapping out a platform for success that provides a focus for the traction we need to generate momentum and, ultimately, acceleration. Ugh. It's never a sign of confidence to use an empty phrase - not to mention a terrible mixed metaphor - but when someone pours it as thickly as Ross does now, it could show some really
serious anxiety. But in this case, about what? Is that empty table a sign of layoffs? We tend to fall back on corporate keywords when we feel the need to show we are in control. Of course, we do that most often when we don't feel under control, and jargon ends up communicating the opposite: ironically enough, the hallmark is the lack of resolution that
vocabulary conveys, not its clarity. I'm trying to think how to calm him down. She needs some empathy, attention, and respect – often abbreviated to the EAR by conflict resolution experts as a communication technique to knit teams more tightly together. I think you're on the right track, I told Ross. When we talk earlier, you will identify several stories to get
partner agreements about the strengths of different companies. Let's start by revisiting those examples. Ross' shoulders relaxed. He went to the white board and registered a well-known client relationship. Two of the company's early days and has produced some ongoing success. Short-Term Needs, Long-Term Goals, And Overstuffed PhrasesI suggest we
start with those stories, and soon ross gets into them. More confident than he was at first, we were able to lay an outline for our approach. Then I think it's time to ask about the state of his company. Ross, you've been here three months and you're about to start a long-term project. I saw the seats empty and couldn't help but wonder about the new business.
What's going on? Ross's stance tightened slightly as he responded. We're going to have a little slump. Our managing partner has just retired and his sales skills are gone. In fact, we just laid off a few people. So you have to think short term too, I say. What are your plans to bring in a new account? That's what they put pressure on me, but it's very important
that we get our brand message before we even think about it. Clearly it was a short-term and long-term challenge that endured Ross, meaning that his anxiety would not have been auto-related if he nailed this one meeting to come. So we mapped out how we presented a quick turn marketing plan and made longer brand programs take place simultaneously.
It was only by breaking down the problem into basic, practical elements that we were able to achieve a solution that sounded good to both of us. Jargon, on the other hand, is usually You see the problem clearly, let alone deconstruct it. We shook hands at the day's gossip well prepared for the meeting. I was pleased that Ross didn't use keywords after we
started working specifically. His fears faded, and his language reflected him. Getting under the SurfaceJargon . . . usually prevents you from seeing problems with let alone deconstruct them. Whether you're an outside consultant or just a team member trying to solve a big problem, always start by looking beyond a direct task: How do the challenges you face
make everyone feel? We wouldn't get anywhere with if Ross felt he had no control. Creative people have difficulty doing their best in those circumstances, as I have seen in my own work and as research has also shown. To regain that focus and sense of control, you need to tune into a larger environment. In this case: Ross's use of jargon indicates he's
nervous. An empty office chair indicates something's going up. Ross has a senior degree, but the partners have strengths. Then you can start identifying the components of the big picture challenges you face. Think about how to make things better in the short and long term: Sometimes our sense of true purpose (in this case, long-term branding) prevents us
from seeing the need for faster action. Stress and fear must be reduced before any progress can be made. Everyone needs to feel that their professional skills are valuable – that they have the resources and expertise to solve seemingly daunting problems at first. Language is strong. But if there is one reverse corporate jargon (which can keep us from
relieving this pressure) it is that it acts as an alarm – often the first one you hear, if you listen to it – that there is a deeper problem that people don't want to face. Ted Leonhardt is a designer and illustrator, and former global creative director of FITCH Worldwide. His particular approach to negotiation helps creative workers build their strengths and have their
value in the market. Follow Ted on Twitter on @tedleonhardt. @tedleonhardt.
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